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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall formulate a generalized probability theory and con- 
sider the notion of independence in this theory. Our framework will be similar 
to that of Mackey [l], Varadarajan [2], and Bodiou [3] except that we shall 
postulate that the sum of two bounded observables exists as does Segal in 
his work [4]. Since it has been shown [.5] that sums do not necessarily exist 
in the general framework, this postulate becomes necessary if a compre- 
hensive probability theory is to be developed. This is because many of the 
theorems of standard probability theory are concerned with sums of inde- 
pendent random variables, and to obtain an analogous generalized theory we 
must postulate the existence of these sums. 
The main motivation behind this theory is quantum mechanics and from 
this point of view there seem to be physical reasons for requiring the existence 
of sums of bounded observables. The probabilistic aspects of the theory have 
been studied to some extend by both physicists and mathematicians. However, 
the notion of independence, which is so basic to conventional probability, 
has been largely neglected in the generalized theory. 
The main example of the generalized probability theory that we consider 
here is that of a Hilbert space. Hilbert space theory is usually used in one 
of two ways in the conventional theory. It is used in the theory of second 
order processes in which the random variables are square integrable and it is 
used for processes almost all of whose sample functions are square integrable 
and the sample space may then be taken as points of a Hilbert space. The 
generalized theory has similarities with both of these methods. However, 
instead of representing the random variables as vectors in a Hilbert space as in 
the first case, they are represented as self-adjoint operators and instead of 
representing the events as Bore1 subsets of a Hilbert space as in the second 
case, they are represented by closed linear subspaces of the Hilbert space. 
Although classical quantum mechanics is formulated in this Hilbert space 
framework, to describe certain phenomena it may be necessary to work in 
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still more general systems which is mainly why the generalized probability 
theory was introduced. 
Since, as we shall see, the generalized theory is indeed more general than 
the standard probability theory, as one might expect, new concepts arise such 
as nonsimultaneous observables and events. We shall see that some of the 
theorems of the standard theory generalize to the more general theory while 
others do not. New techniques must be developed to handle these new 
situations and in turn when we specialize to the Hilbert space case, Hilbert 
space theory is looked upon from a different point of view. 
2. THE AXIOMATIC STRUCTURE 
Let L be a partially ordered set {a, b, c,...} with first and last elements 0 
and 1 respectively, and a complementation a + a’ which satisfies 
(i) (a’)’ = a for all a EL; 
(ii) I f  a < b then b’ < a’ for all a, b EL; 
(iii) a v  a’ exists and a v a’ = 1 for all a EL. 
We say that a, b are disjoint and write a _L b if a < b’. We further assume 
that if a, , a, ,... are mutually disjoint then V ai exists as an element of L. 
I f  a, , a2 ,..., are mutually disjoint, we write 11 ai instead of V ai and if 
a < b we write b - a for b A a’. A state is a map m from L into the real 
numbers R such that m(1) = 1, m (C ai) = C m(ai). We denote the set of 
states by iVl and we postulate that if m(b) = 1 whenever m(a) = 1 for all 
m E II/I then we have a < b. A system satisfying all of the above axioms will 
be called a logic. The elements of a logic are called events. 
An observable is a map x from the Bore1 sets B(R) of R into L which satisfies 
(i) x(R) = 1; 
(ii) x(E) 1 x(F) if E n F = 4, E, F E B(R); 
(iii) x (U Ei) = 1 x(Ei), if Ei n Ej = 4, i # j, Ei E B(R). 
The expectation of x in the state m is m(x) = JR Xm[x(dx)] if the integral 
exists. An observable is bounded if the smallest closed set E such that x(E) = 1 
is a bounded set. I f  x and y  are bounded observables and if z is an observable 
which satisfies m(z) = m(x) + m(y) for all m E M then z is the sum of x and y  
and is written z = x + y. We postulate that the sum of two bounded observ- 
ables exists and is unique. A logic L which has unique sums will be called a 
sum logic. It is shown in [5] that a sum logic is a lattice. 
The two most important examples of sum logics are the sets B of a measur- 
able space (Q, B) and the set of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H with 
their usual order and complementation. The states in the first example are the 
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probability measures and the observables are the inverses of measurable 
functions. The observables in the second example correspond to resolutions 
of the identity and thus may be associated with self-adjoint operators. It 
follows from a theorem of Gleason [6] that every state is of the form 
where Xi > 0, xr hi = 1 and P,, is the orthogonal projection corresponding 
to a and & ,& ,... is an orthonormal set. We shall call these examples 1 and 2 
respectively. 
Two events a, b in a logic L @it if there are mutually disjoint events a, , 
6, and c such that a -= a, -$- c, b = 6, t- c. I f  a, 6 split we write a cf b. 
A collection of events {as : 6 E O} split if a, c-f a,, for all 6, y  E D. A collection 
of observables {x8 : 6 E D} are simultaneous if X,(E) t-f X,,(F) for all 6, y  E D, 
E, F E B(R). If  x, JJ are simultaneous we write N c-f 4’. Clearly all events in 
example 1 split and all observables are simultaneous. It is easily seen that 
observables in example 2 are simultaneous if and only if they commute. 
A o-homomorphism from a logic L, into a logic L, is a map h : L, -+L, 
which satisfies: (i) h(l) = 1; (ii) if a 1 b, then h(a) 1_ h(b); (iii) 
A(x ai) = x h(ai). Varadarajan [2] h as shown that a collection of events 
mutually split if and only if they are contained in a Boolean a-algebra and 
thus questions concerning mutually splitting events reduce to questions 
concerning Boolean u-algebras. Let si be a sequence of simultaneous observ- 
ables on a sum logic L. Varadarajan [2] also proved that there is a measurable 
space (Q, B), a u-homomorphism h from B into L and B-measurable func- 
tions fi such that xi(E) = h[f;l(E)] for every E E B(R), i = 1, 2,... . Thus 
questions about sequences of simultaneous observables reduce to questions 
about functions on measurable spaces. We denote the above correspond- 
ence between functions and observables by ‘xi mfi , and if nz is a state on L 
we define the probability measure ti on B by r7i(rl) = nz[h(/l)], rl E B. 
LEMMA 2.1. A sum 1ogicL is a u-lattice, i.e., if al , a2 ,... EL, then I/ a, EL. 
PROOF. Notice first that 
(al v  *-- v aj - a, v .*- V ajpl) < a, v ... V aj 
<(a,v**.vaj+l -aa,v.*.va,)‘. 
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From the associative law 
c = (a, v ... V Uj) + (Ul V *” V Uj+l - U, V ‘*’ V Uj) + ‘** 
and hence uj < c, j = 1, 2 ,... . Now suppose uj < d, j = 1, 2 ,... . Then 
u,v***vuj+r<d and hence (u,~~~-vu~+~-u,~**-~u~)<d. Therefore 
c < d and c = v ui . 
LEMMA 2.2. If  a, < u2 < m.0 and m E M, then m(V q) = lim m(q). 
If a, > us >, --- then m(A ui) = lim m(q). 
PROOF. Since, as is easily seen, the ai’s mutually split, it follows that they 
are contained in a Boolean u-algebra on which m is a countably additive 
probability measure. 
From now on L will denote a sum logic. 
If ui EL we define 
lim sup ui = K (uk V uLfl V a*.) and lim inf ui = q (uk h ukfl V -*a). 
k=l k=l 
Note that lim inf ui < lim sup ui , m(lim sup ~2,) = hT&,, m(Uk V Up+l V *-‘), 
and m (lim inf ui) = km,,, m(uk A uk+r A *a*) for all m E M. If 
lim sup ui = lim inf ai = a, 
then we write lim ui = a. 
LEMMA 2.3. If lim ui = a, then lim m(ui) = m(u) for all m E M. 
PROOF. Since m(uk v  u~+~ v a**) > supiak m(aj) we have 
lim m(uk v  a,,, V .*a) > lim SUP ??Z(Uj). 
Similarly 
lim m(Uk A uk+l A *a*) < lim inf m(Uj). 
Therefore, 
lim sup m(uj) < m (lim sup ui) = m(a) = m (lim inf ui) < lim inf m(Uj). 
and hence lim m(q) = m(u). 
We shall show that the converse of this lemma does not always hold. The 
best we can do is the following. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If lim m(q) = m(u) for every m E M, then 




m(a) = lim m(a,) 3 lim m(alz h aafl h a*.) = m (lim inf ai) 
m(a) = lim m(a,) < lim m(ak v  ak+l v  ..*) = 112 (lim sup ai). 
It follows from the axioms that if m(a) < m(b) for all m E M, then a < b. 
Hence 
lim inf ai < a < lim sup aj . 
We now show that the converse of Lemma 2.3 holds in example 1. Suppose 
m(a) = lim m(a,) for all nr E M and yet lim inf ai < a < lim sup ai , Let 
p E a and p $ lim inf ai , and let IN be a probability measure concentrated on 
p; i.e., m(b) = 1 if and only if p E b. Now p is not in an infinite number of 
at’s, hence there is a subsequence ajj of a, such that m(ai,) = 0. But then 
1 = m(a) = lim m(aJ = lim m(aij) = 0 a contradiction. Hence lim inf a, = a. 
Now suppose p E lim sup a, , p $ a and again let m be concentrated on p. 
Then p is in an infinite number of the ai’s and hence lim (ai) = 1. But 
m(a) = 0 a contradiction. Hence lim sup ai = a. 
We next show that the converse of Lemma 2.3 does not necessarily hold in 
example 2. For this purpose we given the following counterexample. Let R” 
be the Euclidean plane, let & , i = 1, 2,..., be a sequence of distinct unit 
vectors in R” which converge to a vector 4, , and let a, , i = 0, 1, 2,... be the 
closed subspaces generated by these vectors. If  4 is an arbitrary unit vector, 
m the corresponding state and Pi the projections corresponding to ai , 
i = 0, 1, 2,... we have 
In this way we see that m(a,) = lim m(aJ for all m EM. However, 
lim inf ai = {e} < a, < lim sup ai = R*. 
We thus see that there are basic differences between the generalized prob- 
ability theory and the conventional theory. This difference may be illustrated 
even more strikingly by the following example. In the conventional theory, 
the states are always subadditive; that is, m(a v  b) < m(a) + m(b) for any 
events a, b. This is not necessarily true in the generalized theory. To illustrate 
this consider the following unit vectors in R* : + = (1, 0), +I = (0, l), 
+2 = 1/(2)lp (1, 1). Letting m be the state corresponding to 4, and PI , P, 
the projections on the subspaces a, , a2 generated by $i , & we have 
m(q v  uz) = 1 
and hence 
and m(4 + da,) = Cd, Pl+> + (43 p2C> = 0 + f 
da1 v  a2) > 44 + m(a2). 
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We next show that example 2 is a generalization of example 1. That is, 
the Hilbert space formulation of generalized probability is more general 
than the conventional theory. 
THEOREM 2.5. If  (Q, B, TV) is a probability space, there exists a Hilbert 
space H, a o-homomorphism h from B into the sum logic L of closed subspaces 
in H and a state m on L such that m[h(A)] = p(A) for all A E B. Furthermore, 
h is one-one in the sense that if h(A) = h(r) then p[(A n I”) u (A’ n r)] = 0. 
For any class of random variables { fs : 6 E D> there is a class of observables 
-4, on L such that A,(E) = h[ f  ;l(E)] for all E E B(R). 
PROOF. Let H = L?(S, B, p) and for /I E B set 
h(A) = {f E H : f  = 0 a.e. in A’}. 
Now the function e(w) = 1 is in H and the state m can be taken to be the 
vector state determined by e. Finally, the maps A, : B(R) -+ L can be defined 
by A,(E) = h[ f  ;l(E)]. The verification of the required properties is fairly 
standard and is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY. If Y is absolutely continuous with respect to CL, then there is a 
state m, on L such that mJh(A)] = v(A) for all A E B. 
PROOF. This is proved by a straightforward application of the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem. 
3. INDEPENDENCE OF SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVABLES 
A collection of observables x 1 ,..., .q, is independent in the state m if 
m[G%) A 0.. A 4W = m[xd-Ql m[dW *** +4%)1, 
for all Ei E B(R), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. A collection of observables {x8 : 6 E D} 
is independent if any finite subset is independent. 
The author is indebted to the referee for the following theorem which 
strengthens the author’s original one. 
THEOREM 3.1. Two observables x and y  are independent in every state if 
and only sf either x or y  is a constant. 
PROOF. For necessity, let E, F E B(R) and a = x(E), b =y(F). If 
a - (a A b) # 0 and b - (a A b) # 0, then there are states ml and m2 with 
ml[a - (a A b)] = 1 and m,[b - (a A b)] = 1. Then ml(a A b) = mz(a A b) = 0 
so if m = i ml + i m2 we have m(a) m(b) > 0 but m(a A b) = 0. This 
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cannot happen, since x and y  are independent, so for all E, F E B(R) we have 
either x(E) <y(F) or y(F) < x(E). I f  0 < x(E) <y(F) < 1 ever occurred, 
then x(E) and y(F’) would contradict this last fact. Thus if 0 < x(E) < 1 
ever occurs, then it follows that for all F we have y(F) = 0 or y(F) == 1. 
It follows that there is a X E R such that y({Aj) = 1 and thus y  is a constant. 
The sufficiency proof is trivial. 
I f  x is an observable and f a Bore1 function on R we define the observable 
f(x) by f (x) (E) = x[f -l(E)] for all E E B(R). If  x, xi , x, ,... are observables 
then x, converges in measure (m) to x if lim,L+io m((x - x,) ([- f ,  ~1’)) = 0 
for every E > 0; and xn converges in mean (m) to x if lim,,, m(x - x~)~ = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let xi be a sequence of simultaneous observables on L and let 
m be a state. (i) The probability distribution m[xi(.)] of xi with respect to m is the 
probability distribution of fi with respect to rTi, where fi - xi . (ii) I f  the xi are 
independent with respect to m, then the fi are independent with respect to f.  
(iii) I f  fi N xi and f  N x, then xi -+ x in measure (m) if and only if fi + f  in 
masure (fi). 
PROOF. (i) r7i[ f  ;l(E)] = m[h( f  ;l(E)] = m[xi(E)]. 
(ii) I f  xi and xi are independent with respect to m, then 
fi[f a’(E)] fi[f T’(F)] = m[xi(E)] m[xj(F)] = m[x,(E) A xi(F)] 
= m[h(f i’(E)) * h(f T’(F))1 
= m[h(f;‘(E) hf;‘(F))] = rTi[f;‘(E) hf;‘(F)]. 
(iii) It is easily seen that (xi - x) N ( fi -f ). We therefore have 
(xi - 4 ([- l 9 4’) = h[(fi -f )-’ (I- E, 4’)I. 
Hencem[(x, -x) ([- E, E]‘)] -0ifandonlyif fi[(fi -f)m’([- E, l ]‘)] +O. 
Using this lemma, theorems about random variables apply to one observ- 
able or a sequence of simultaneous ones. Thus, for example, Chebychev’s 
inequality phrased in the proper notation holds for observables. Similarly 
the law of large numbers, the central limit theorem and other limit theorems 
may be obtained for sequences of independent simultaneous observables 
as direct consequences of the corresponding theorems for random variables. 
4. THE GENERAL THEORY OF INDEPENDENCE 
We have seen in the last section that independence of simultaneous 
observables is essentially the same concept as that in the conventional theory. 
We now show that this is not so in the case of nonsimultaneous observables. 
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If a is an event, we define the indicator observable x, of a as the observable 
which satisfies x((1)) = a, x&(O)) = a’. We say that a collection of events 
{a, : 6 E D> is independent if the corresponding indicator observables x,~ are 
independent. Thus a, ,..., a, are independent in the state m if and only if 
6) b) 
m(al A a2 h -a* A a,(‘)) = m(a,(‘)) m(ak’) **a m(at)), 
where the parentheses indicate that the equality must hold with any of the 
primes removed, at the same time, from both sides. Thus we have 2” equali- 
ties. The proof of the following lemma is standard. 
LEMMA 4.1. If  at+ b, then a and b are independent in the state m if and 
only if m(a A b) = m(a) m(b). 
Lemma 4.1 does not hold for events which do not split. To see this let 
4 = (0, 0, l), b the subspace generated by (0, 1, 1) and a the subspace gener- 
ated by (1, 0,O) and (0, 1, 0). If m is the state corresponding to 4, we have 
m(a A b) = m(a) m(b) = 0, but m(a’ A b) = 0 while m(a’) m(b) f  0. 
As an example of non-splitting independent events, let rZ = {as : 6 E D} 
be any collection of events such that A a, exists and A a, # 0. Then there is 
a state m such that m (A a,) = 1. If a, ,..., a, E A, 
m(al A ..* A a,) = 1 = m(ai) m(az) *Se m(a,). 
Since ai > A ad, ai < (A as)‘, hence m(ai) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
= 0 = m(a,) ... m(aL) *** m(a,). 
Therefore A is independent in the state m. It is also easily seen that 
if {--& : 6 E D} is a set of resolutions of the identity, and if 4 is a vector which is 
orthogonal to all of them, then the &‘s are independent in the state corre- 
sponding to 4. 
We now characterize independent one dimensional subspaces in a Hilbert 
space with respect to a pure state. (A pure state is one which corresponds to 
a single vector.) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A = {a 6 : 6 E D} be distinct one dimensional subspaces 
of a Hilbert space H and let m be the state corresponding to a vector 4 E H. 
Then A is independent with respect to m if and only if it has one of the two 
forms: 
(i) 4 1 a6 , for all 6 E D; 
(ii) there is a y  E D such that C#J 1 a8, 8 ED -{y} and a,, 1 a,, 
SE D - (y}. 
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PROOF. We first prove necessity. Suppose a, b E d and m(u), m(6) f  0. 
Then 0 = m(a A b) = m(u) m(b) w ic IS a contradiction. Therefore 4 1 a, h h . 
for all 6 E D except possibly one. Suppose m(a,,) f  0, y  E D. If  uY is not 
orthogonal to a, for 8 E D - {r> then uY $ u;i . Hence 
0 = m(u, A a;) = m(a,) m(ai) = m(a,) 
a contradiction. Therefore, uY J- as for all S ED - (fi. For su&iency, 
case (i) is clear. Suppose we are in case (ii). Clearly if a, ,..., a, E A - {a,}, 
then they are independent in m. We now show a,, a, ,..., a, are independent. 
m(u, A a, A -.a A a,) = 0 = m(ay) m(al) *a* m(a,); 
?TZ(U,, A U; A *** A U;) = WZ(U,,) = Wl(U,) ?tZ(U;) *** I+;). 
Finally we show that 
To do this let &, be a unit vector in aY and let 4, ,..., $k be an orthonormal 
basis for a, v  *** v  a, . Extend 4, ,q5, ,..., 4k to an orthonormal basis 4, , $r , . . . 
of H. Then 
and 
It would be interesting if characterizations of more general independent 
subspaces could be given. Notice that if (as : 6 E D} are independent with 
respect to states m, , i = 1, 2 ,..., then {a, : 6 E D> need not be independent 
with respect to the mixture x? himi , hi 3 0, x: hi = 1. This may be seen 
by the following example. Let a, , u2 be subspaces generated by the vectors 
q$ = (1, 0), 4s = (0, I), respectively, and let m, , m2 be the states correspond- 
ing to +r , &. Then a,, a2 are independent with respect to m, and mB but 
not with respect to 4 m, + 4 m, . 
Again the proof of the next lemma due to Cantelli proceeds as in the 
conventional theory. 
LEMMA 4.3. If ai , i = 1, 2 ,... mutually split and CT m(u,) < co, then 
112 (lim sup ai) = 0. 
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This lemma need not hold if the ai do not mutually split. For example, 
let 4 = (0, l), & = (1, l/2”), n = 1,2 ,..., a.,, the subspace generated by 
4, and m the state corresponding to the vector 4. Then 
m (lim sup ui) = lim m(uk h uk+r h ***) = 1 and t m(ui) < xj. 
If the ai’s are independent, then not only does Lemma 4.3 hold, but also 
the following stronger result due to Bore1 and Cantelli. 
THEOREM 4.4. Ifui , i = 1, 2,... are independent events in the state m then 
m (lim sup ui) = 1 if F m(q) = Co 
U?Zd 
m (lim sup ui) = 0 if z m(uJ < co. 
PROOF. Same as in conventional theory. 
We have seen that m(u v b) < m(u) + m(b) holds if at) b but need not 
hold if a +-+ b. It is interesting to note that the inequality holds if a and b 
are independent. This is seen as follows: 
m(u v 6) = m((u’ h b’)‘) = 1 - m(u’ h b’) = 1 - m(u’) m(U) 
= 1 - (1 - m(u)) (1 - m(b)) 
= m(u) + m(6) - m(u) m(b) < m(u) + m(b). 
Most of the limit theorems of conventional probability are based on the 
fact that if x and y are random variables which are independent with respect 
to a measure p and F,,, , F, , F,, are the distribution functions of x + y, X, 
and y, respectively, then 
F,+,@) = jm F,(X - 5) dF,(O = (F, * FtJ (4, --m 
where the * denotes the convolution. Motivated by this, we say that observ- 
ables x 1 ,..., .T~ are strongly independent in the state m if for any n-Bore1 func- 
tions fi ,...,fn we have 
WA) + **a +f&,J, m; 4 =F(f,(d, m; A>* *a* *(W&d, m; A), 
where F(z, m; A) = m[x(( - CO, A])] is the distribzltion function of an observable 
z in the state m. As usual, a collection {x6 : 6 E D} of observables is strongly 
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independent in m if every finite subcollection is strongly independent in m 
and a collection {us : S E D} of events is strongly independent if {x,~ : 6 E D} 
is also. 
THEOREM 4.5. If  a collection (x6 : 6 E D} of b o servables is strongly independ- 
ent in the state m, it is independent in the state m. 
PROOF. Let xi ,..., s, be a finite number of observables in the collection, 
Ei E B(R) and xE, , i = I,..., n the indicator function of the set Ei . By an 
elementary computation we have 
0 
Proceeding by induction we verify that 
1 - n m[xi(Ei)] n 





x 2 2. 
1 <X<n 
h > 71. 
Applying Corollary 6.3 [4] we have 
Hence 
and therefore xi ,..., X~ are independent. 
It is clear that a collection of simultaneous observables is strongly inde- 
pendent if and only if it is independent and thus the two concepts are identical 
in the conventional theory. However, whether independent observables are 
strongly independent or not is not known to this author. It seems unlikely that 
they are. However, if the answer to this question is affirmative, it seems clear 
that the usual limit theorems concerning sums of independent observables 
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would go through. We shall illustrate this situation in Theorem 4.9. We can 
answer the above question affirmatively in the case of one dimensional 
subspaces of a Hilbert space since we have a characterization of independence 
for these events. 
THEOREM 4.6. A collection of one-dimensional closed subspaces {as : 6 E D} 
is strongly independent in a pure state m if and only if it is independent i7r m. 
PROOF. Necessity follows from Theorem 4.5. To prove sufficiency, let 
a, ,..., a, be a finite subcollection of the independent collection {a, : 6 E D} 
in the pure state m. We have one of the two cases in Theorem 4.2. If the vector 
C$ corresponding to m is orthogonal to a, ,..., an then 
F(-~al 9 m;h) * . ..*F(x.“,m;h) = x<o h > 0. 
Now (xal f  --- + x,,) (.) is a resolution of the identity which takes (0) into 
the projection on the orthogonal complement of V a, . Therefore, 
F(x,~ + ... + x,+, , m; 4 = m[(xal + *a- + G,) (6 00, Al)1 
=I 
0 h<l 
1 h > 0. 
If we have the second case of Theorem 4.2, reorder the ai’s if necessary SO 
that a, 1 ai, 1 < i < n, and 4 1 ai, 1 < i < n. Then 
0 x<o 
@aI , m;h) * -** *F(x,,, m;h) = 1 -m(a,) 
1 
O<h<l 
\l 1 <h. 
As is easily checked, this same equation holds for 
F(xal + --a + xan, m; 4 = < 4, (xal + *-* + -v,J( - ~0, Al) a >. 
We now turn to a weaker condition than that of strong independence. 
This condition is quite important in certain applications. 
xl ,..., x,, are uncorrelated in the state m if 




Notice that for two bounded self-adjoint operators A, B to be uncorrelated 
in a state corresponding to a vector + it is necessary and sufficient that 
LEMMA 4.7. If  X 1 ,..., s, are strongly independent in the state m, they are 
uncorrelated in m. 
PROOF. We shall prove this lemma for the case n = 2. Let mi be the 
probability measure m,(a) = m[.~(.)], i = 1, 2, and let p be the product 
measure p = 772, x rn? on Ii”. Let ft  , $1 be the coordinate functions in R”. 
Then fi , fz have distribution functions F(x, , wz; a), F(x, , m; .) respectively 
on (R*, p). Since fi , f .  are independent, we have 
m[(sl + .a$] = 1 X*m[(s, + x2) (dh)] = 1 (fi +f# dp 
= j ~2mL~l(d41 + j h”m[x,(dU + 2 j Wx,(W] j Wx2(4] 
= m(q2) + m(.rc22) + 2m(x,) m(x,). 
It is well known from the conventional theory that uncorrelated observables 
need not be strongly independent. The variance of an observable x in the 
state 112 is 
Vm = m[(x - m(x)Z)2] = m(x2) - [m(x)12. 
LEMMA 4.8. Zf x1 ,..., x, are uncorrelated in m then 
Vm(x, + ... + x,) = V&l) + -*- + V&n). 
PROOF. Follows by a simple computation using the definitions. 
We close with a quite simple form of the law of large numbers for uncor- 
related observables. 
THEOREM 4.9. Zfq ,x2 ,... are uncorrelated in m and if there is a constant K 
such that m(x,‘) < K, i = 1, 2 ,..., then 
in measure and in mean, where I is the observable satisfring 1((l)) = 1. 
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PROOF. By Schwartz’s inequality we have 
I m(xi) I G j I h I m[xi(d~)~ G [j ~~~[.~,(dh)]]~‘~ = [m(xi2)111”. 
We then obtain 
m 
x1 + ... + xn 
K 
_ m 'Xl + ..* + %I 
( 111 1 2 11 n 
Therefore we have convergence in mean (m) and applying Lemma 3.2 (ii) 
convergence in measure (m). 
One should note that the concepts of convergence everywhere and almost 
everywhere may be extended to the generalized theory. We say that a sequence 
{.vi} of observables converges everywhere to an observable x if 
lim sup {(x~ - X) ([- E, E]‘)} = 0 
for every l > 0, and xi converges almost everywhere (m) if 
m lim sup {(xi - X) ([ - E, ~1’)) = 0 
for every E > 0. These definitions reduce to the usual ones if the sum logic 
is example 1. The author hopes to consider these concepts at a later time. 
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